
Data Reliability
Confidently use FastClass with the assurance of timely, automated data updates that coincide with 
each NMFC supplement release. Data is also available as raw classification data for use in custom 
development projects.

Apply Correct Classifications Every Time
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RIGHT CLASSIFICATION DRIVES ACCURATE QUOTES

Less than truckload (LTL) freight shipping classification (class), established by the National Motor Freight Traffic 
Association (NMFTA), is crucial for accurate LTL price quotes and transportation costing. 

FastClass streamlines the classification process, by giving users instant, online access to the National Motor 
Freight Classification (NMFC)* data. 

THE FASTCLASS ADVANTAGE

Improved Transportation Planning
Receive accurate rate quotes and make better cost estimations with correct classification.

Minimized Damages
Mitigate damage claims and financial impact by packaging freight according to standards.

User Friendly Tools
Take advantage of easy-to-use functionality; powerful search, bookmarking, export, print options, 
quick view of articles, rules and packages changed in any NMFC data supplement and a simple 
density calculator to calculate densities for freight tender.

Accurate Bills Of Lading
Understand and apply freight commodity class, sub-class, and NMFC item number to minimize 
carrier reclassification risk and invoice surprises.



*The National Motor Freight Classification (NMFC) is developed and maintained by the Commodity Classification Standards Broad (CCSB), an autonomous 
classification-making board comprised of full-time employees of the National Motor Freight Traffic Association. FastClass provides this data through an exclusive 
agreement with the NMFTA. 
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For more information about FastClass, contact SMC3 today at 800.845.8090 or sales@smc3.com
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FASTCLASS DATABASE SEARCH RESULTS

Minimum Packaging 
Requirements

Item’s classification 
and sub-classNMFC Item Number Rules

Perform word or item 
number searches to find 
articles, groups, notes, rules 
or packages.

Apply the search results to 
accurately classify the 
freight and package for 
shipment.

NMFC CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA

FASTCLASS SEARCHABLE DATABASE

Density Stowability LiabilityHandling

EXPLORE FASTCLASS


